A newly developed theory of liquid water transport in hydrophobic gas diffusion layers is applied to simulate flooding in polymer electrolyte fuel cells ͑PEFCs͒ and its effects on performance. The numerical model accounts for simultaneous two-phase flow and transport of species and electrochemical kinetics, utilizing the well-established multiphase mixture formulation to efficiently model the two-phase transport processes. The two-phase model is developed in a single domain, yielding a single set of governing equations valid in all components of a PEFC. The model is used to explore the two-phase flow physics in the cathode gas diffusion layer. Multidimensional simulations reveal that flooding of the porous cathode reduces the rate of oxygen transport to the cathode catalyst layer and causes a substantial increase in cathode polarization. Furthermore, the humidification level and flow rate of reactant streams are key parameters controlling PEFC performance and two-phase flow and transport characteristics. It is also found that minimization of performance limitations such as membrane dry-out and electrode flooding depends not only on material characteristics but also on the optimization of these operating parameters. Water management in polymer electrolyte fuel cells ͑PEFCs͒ generally involves balancing the operation to avoid flooding while maintaining membrane hydration. This is critical for achieving the highest possible performance.
Water management in polymer electrolyte fuel cells ͑PEFCs͒ generally involves balancing the operation to avoid flooding while maintaining membrane hydration. This is critical for achieving the highest possible performance. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] The currently utilized polymer electrolyte membranes must be fully hydrated to exhibit high proton conductivity. However, when too much water accumulates in the cathode, it condenses and blocks some of the open pores, reducing the available path for oxygen transport, resulting in a phenomenon commonly called ''flooding.'' Although flooding is generally associated with the higher current densities due to the larger water production, it is also commonly observed even at low current densities, particularly under low gas flow rates and lower operating temperatures. It is clear that two-phase transport of reactants and products constitutes a limiting factor of PEFC performance, and the understanding of the gas-liquid two-phase transport is of great importance for PEFC operation. Operating conditions and membrane electrode assembly ͑MEA͒ components have to be well characterized to achieve optimal performance. In this respect, a comprehensive numerical model is a useful tool for understanding and describing the two-phase processes that occur during PEFC operation.
Many models of various complexities have been presented by several research groups for predicting PEFC performance. Early contributions include the one-dimensional studies of Bernardi and Verbrugge [9] [10] [11] and Springer et al. 12, 13 . Gurau et al. 14 became the first to analyze the two-dimensional effects on PEFC operation in the single-phase transport conditions. Um et al. 15 have presented a computational fluid dynamics ͑CFD͒ based single-phase multidimensional PEFC model based on the electrochemical modeling framework by Wang et al. 16 The above-mentioned studies introduced some fundamental knowledge on internal characteristics of PEFC operation and laid the foundation of PEFC modeling; however, none of them analyzed the two-phase transport in PEFCs. Some modeling studies considered the effect of flooding on performance without attempting to analyze the transport of liquid water by a given flooding parameter. 12, 13, 17 He et al. 18 have proposed a two-dimensional, two-phase model for PEFC with interdigitated flow field, in which they included capillary transport of liquid water in a completely wetted ͑i.e., hydrophilic͒ gas diffusion layer ͑GDL͒. Based on this model, two-phase transport in PEFCs with conventional gas channels is also analyzed. 19 Wang et al. 20 have developed a two-phase model of the air cathode of PEFC, which is based on the multiphase mixture (M 2 ) formulation by Wang and Cheng 21 also with a hydrophilic GDL. Subsequently, You and Liu 22 published a similar work investigating the effects of several operating parameters on twophase transport. Most recently, Mazumder and Cole 23 presented a numerical study, also based on the M 2 model of Wang and Cheng; 21 however, their model appears to be valid only in the two-phase regime where there is liquid water. Under low-humidity inlet conditions where the liquid saturation is zero, the model of Mazumder and Cole yielded zero electro-osmotic drag through the polymer membrane. Berning and Djilali 24 also presented a two-phase model for a porous GDL and gas channel of a PEFC while excluding the MEA. Water transport through the MEA is thus completely ignored. Berning and Djilali also failed to address the effect of the GDL hydrophobic property. None of these above-mentioned studies are intended to investigate and analyze two-phase transport in hydrophobic GDL. A brief review of this subject was given by Wang. 25 The theory of liquid water transport in a hydrophobic GDL remained unclear until recently. Nam and Kaviany 26 developed a onedimensional model describing the liquid water transport through hydrophobic GDL. In this model, the gas phase pressure is assumed to be uniform, thereby rendering the liquid phase transport governed by only the gradient in capillary pressure. The model was used to assess the effects of GDL fiber diameter, porosity, and capillary pressure on the liquid water distribution. Independently, based on extensive experimental observations of liquid water flow in an operating PEFC, Pasaogullari and Wang 27 most recently proposed a systematic theory of liquid water transport through hydrophobic GDL.
The objective of the present study is to present a predictive capability for flooding in multidimensional, full PEFC with realistic hydrophobic GDL based on the theory presented in Ref. 27 . In addition, it is of interest to investigate the effects of operating conditions, such as inlet humidification and flow rates, on the two-phase transport and performance of PEFC.
In the next section, a two-phase, multidimensional PEFC model is described. A comparison of single-and two-phase model predictions is given, and the effects of two-phase transport and flooding on PEFC performance are discussed, along with a detailed discussion of the effects of the flow rate, i.e., the flow stoichiometry and the inlet humidity. Major conclusions are summarized in the last section, and future work based on the present modeling framework is identified.
Numerical Model
Traditionally, macroscopic problems of two-phase flow and transport in porous media have been modeled using a two-fluid approach. However, this approach results in a large number of primary variables for each phase, and highly nonlinear equations. Therefore, exact solutions of two-phase problems with two-fluid models are limited to a very limited number of problems with many simplifying assumptions. Furthermore, the two-fluid models require explicitly tracking the irregular and moving interface between two phases, increasing the numerical complexity of the problem. 28 Particularly in PEFCs, the gas-liquid interfaces, i.e., the condensation and evaporation fronts, are expected as well as the coexistence of single-and two-phase regions. Therefore, a convenient model capable of describing both single-and two-phase regions without a need to track the irregular, a priori unknown interface is required. For these reasons, the multiphase mixture (M 2 ) formulation of Wang and Cheng 21 is particularly suitable for two-phase PEFC modeling. The M 2 model is a mathematical reformulation of the classical twophase model that views the multiphase system as a chemical mixture. With this approach, the multiphase flow is then described in terms of a mass-averaged mixture velocity and diffusive flux, representing the difference between the mixture velocity and individual phase velocity. One major advantage of the M 2 model over the classical two-fluid models is that it eliminates the need for tracking phase interfaces, thus simplifying the numerical complexity of twophase flow and transport modeling. Another salient feature of the M 2 model for PEFC is that all model equations are valid in all three types of regions possible in a PEFC: single-phase gas, liquid-gas two-phase, and single-phase liquid. Finally, the M 2 model is mathematically equivalent to two-fluid models without invoking any additional approximations. These aforementioned advantages render the M 2 model to be a suitable and widely adopted two-phase flow and transport modeling framework for PEFCs. 20, 22, 23 Model assumptions.-Utilizing the M 2 formulation for twophase transport, the proposed model incorporates the following assumptions: ͑i͒ incompressible gas mixtures, (ii) laminar flow due to a Reynolds number of the order of several hundreds, (iii) isothermal cell condition, (iv) isotropic and homogeneous porous GDL, characterized by an effective porosity and a permeability, and (v) negligible potential drop due to ohmic resistance in the electronically conductive solid matrix of GDL and catalyst layers, as well as bipolar plates. Furthermore, two-phase mist flow ͑i.e., homogeneous flow͒ is assumed to be present inside the gas channels. Therefore, the gas and liquid phase velocities are equal to each other in the gas channel, resulting in a very small fraction of liquid water in the gas stream in the gas channel. Consequently, the coverage of GDL surface by liquid droplets becomes very small, and is neglected in this work.
Governing equations.-With the preceding assumptions, PEFC operation is governed by conservation of mass, momentum, species, and charge. A single-domain formulation is used for the governing equations, which are valid for an entire PEFC, eliminating the requirement of interfacial conditions between the components. Table I lists the governing equations with their corresponding source/sink terms in the catalyst layers due to the electrochemical reactions. Note that, in the present model, superficial velocities are used for the porous zones to automatically satisfy the mass continuity at the open channel-porous media interface ͑e.g., GDL-channel interface͒. Here, the two-phase mixture viscosity and density is given by
Here, s and (1 Ϫ s) denote the volume fraction of the open pore space occupied by the liquid and gas phases, respectively. The momentum equation is modified to be valid both in the porous medium and the open channel, reducing to the two-phase Darcy's law within the porous medium with a small permeability. Inside the flow channel, porosity and permeability are equal to unity and infinity, respectively. Because the available pore space in the porous GDL is shared by gas and liquid phases, a relative permeability concept is introduced. The relative permeability, k rk , represents the ratio of intrinsic permeability of phase k at a given saturation level, s, to the total intrinsic permeability of the porous GDL. In this work, we assume that the relative permeabilities of individual phases are relative to the cube of phase saturations, i.e.
͓3͔
The species conservation equation presented in Table I is written in molar concentration, instead of the original form in mass fraction provided in Ref. 21 , and a derivation of the current form is provided in the Appendix. Here, we define the molar concentration as the total molar concentration in both the liquid and gas phases. That is
The second term on the left-hand side of the species equation in Table I represents the advective term, in which the advection correction factor, ␥ c , is given by 
Conservation equation
Source terms
Electrochemical reaction:
n: number of electrons transferred In PEFCs, there are:
where the relative mobilities of individual phases, k , are
Note that the two-phase species equation listed in Table I reduces to its counterparts of single-gas and single-liquid species equations at liquid saturations approaching 0 and unity, respectively. The last three terms of the species conservation equation in Table  I represent the capillary transport, electro-osmotic drag of water in the membrane, and source/sink terms due to electrochemical reactions, respectively. The theory of capillary transport in hydrophobic GDL has been described in detail by Pasaogullari and Wang. 27 The capillary flux, j l , is
where p c is the capillary pressure and is given by
J͑s ͒ ͓8͔
Here, J(s) is the Leverett function, and it is given for both hydrophobic and hydrophilic GDL as 26, 27 Although the Leverett function is used for its functional form between p c and s, its precise expression requires experimental calibration of various GDLs. Note that the gas phase diffusion coefficient is an effective one, modified via the Bruggeman correlation 29 to account for the effects of porosity and tortuosity of porous electrodes and catalyst layers. Furthermore, in the two-phase zone, the gas phase is saturated with water vapor and, because the cell is isothermal, the water concentration in the gas phase is uniform; hence, the gas phase diffusion of water vanishes. Therefore, the gas phase diffusion coefficient is
Transport properties of electrolyte.-The species conservation equation reduces to the following form for water species in the membrane 30 
‫͑ץ‬C
H
Note that permeation of liquid water due to the hydraulic pressure gradient across the membrane has been neglected in Eq. 11 due to the small pressure gradients and hydraulic permeability of the membrane ͑i.e., on the order of 10 Ϫ19 m 2 ͒.
10
In this work, we define
͓12͔
It is clear that a is the water activity in the pure gas region and approaches unity when the gas becomes saturated with water vapor. However, in the two-phase zone, a is greater than unity and linearly proportional to the liquid saturation, as shown below
We then extrapolate the membrane water uptake curve for all values of a as follows
The first part of this correlation was fitted by Springer et al. 12 to the experimental data of the polymer membrane in equilibrium with gas. The second portion is an extrapolation also made in Ref. 12 to cover the range of the membrane in equilibrium with a two-phase mixture having small liquid saturation, i.e., 1 Ͻ a Ͻ 3. When a Ͼ 3 ͑i.e., a more significant two-phase region͒, the membrane is assumed to be fully saturated with liquid water, and thus having the water content equal to 16.8.
We use the following correlations of the electro-osmotic drag coefficient, n d , the water diffusivity, D mem H 2 O , and the proton conductivity, e 12,31
Again using the Bruggeman correlation, the proton conductivity of the catalyst layers is given by e eff ϭ mc 1.5 e ͓18͔
where mc is the fraction of the membrane phase in the catalyst layer.
Electrochemical kinetics.-The source term in the charge equation represents the transfer current between the electronically conductive solid matrix and the electrolyte phase in each of the anode and cathode catalyst layers. In PEFC, the anode HOR exhibits facile electrokinetics and hence a low surface overpotential; therefore, it can be expressed by a linear kinetic rate equation, whereas the cath-
ode ORR has relatively slow kinetics with higher surface overpotential, so that it can be adequately described by Tafel kinetics, i.e.
where the sum of the transfer coefficients, ␣ a ϩ ␣ c , is taken to be 2 for HOR and ␣ c is set to 1 for ORR. The surface overpotential in the preceding equations, , is defined as
where ⌽ s and ⌽ e denote the potentials of the electronic and electrolyte phases, respectively. The thermodynamic equilibrium potential, U o , is zero on the anode but a function of temperature at the cathode
where T is in kelvins ͑K͒ and U o is in volts ͑V͒. Under the assumption of a perfectly conductive electronic phase of anode and cathode catalyst layers, ⌽ s becomes zero for the anode and is equal to the cell voltage for the cathode. It is not exactly known how liquid water blocks the access of electrons, protons, and reactants to active reaction sites and hence reduces the oxygen reduction rate. In this work, a directly proportional reduction in the active reaction surface with the liquid saturation is assumed, similar to some earlier studies. [18] [19] [20] That is
where a o is the total catalyzed and hence electrochemically active surface area per unit of catalyst layer volume. It is a function of Pt loading in mg/cm 2 and the catalyst layer thickness.
Boundary conditions.-The complete set of governing equations of the mathematical model is given in Table I . Boundary conditions are only required at the external boundaries due to the single-domain formulation. Phase potential boundary conditions are prescribed as a no-flux condition everywhere. The no-flux condition also applies for flow and transport equations for all boundaries except for channel inlets and outlets. At the inlets, the species concentrations and inlet velocities are specified as follows
where
At the outlets, fully developed flow is assumed with given back pressure. No diffusive flux boundary condition is prescribed for species equations.
Numerical procedure.-A sketch of the computational domain is given in Fig. 1 . The resulting set of equations was discretized using a finite-volume method 33 and solved within the commercially available CFD software, Fluent, by customizing via user-defined functions. The software utilizes the well-known SIMPLE algorithm, and an algebraic multigrid solver to efficiently solve the resulting set of discretized linear equations. For details of the SIMPLE algorithm, the reader is referred to Ref. 33 . Stringent numerical tests were carried out to ensure that the solution was independent of the grid size. At least 10 computational volumes for every channel and current collector rib in the channel-channel ͑in-plane͒ direction, 6-8 computational volumes for every component of the MEA ͑i.e., GDL, catalyst layer and membrane͒ in the anode to cathode direction ͑through plane͒, and 100-120 computational volume in the flow direction are required. For a single-channel three-dimensional ͑3D͒ flow field, this grid requirement results in approximately 100,000 computational cells, and the computation takes around 500 iterations in 5 h, with a 2 GHz PC.
Once the electrolyte phase potential field, ⌽ e , and the membrane conductivity are calculated, the local current density in the in-plane direction ͑i.e., anode-to-cathode͒ is obtained by
and the average current density is
Results and Discussion
Comparison of single-and two-phase model predictions.-To fully understand the effect of two-phase transport phenomena and flooding on PEFC operational characteristics, a detailed comparison between the single-and two-phase model predictions has been carried out for a 3D, two-channel serpentine flow-field PEFC geometry. The transport properties are listed in Table II , and the dimensions are given in Table III . The ''single-phase model'' uses the same governing equations of the two-phase model, but arbitrarily specifies a higher water saturation concentration so that water is assumed to be in a supersaturation state and does not condense into liquid; therefore the species transport and flow are treated as if they were gas phase only. Consequently, there is no liquid water present in the single phase model, and the effects of liquid water on electrochemical kinetics and species transport and flow are excluded. Presently, this single-phase approach is popularly exercised in the PEFC modeling field. A simple schematic of the grid structure and geometry of the test fuel cell is given in Fig. 1 . For these comparison calculations, the cell operating temperature and both inlet temperatures are specified as 80°C, and the inlets are fully humidified at 80°C. Both reactant streams have constant flow rates corresponding to a stoichiometric flow ratio of 2 ͑i.e., a,c ϭ 2) at the reference current density of 1 A/cm 2 and have an inlet pressure of 1.5 atm. Figure 2 shows the complete steady-state polarization curves predicted by both the two-phase and single-phase models. Both models predict almost the same performance up to an average current density of 1.4 A/cm 2 . Note that in the present calculations, the cell stoichiometry is based on a reference current density ͑e.g., 1 A/cm 2 ͒, rather than the real current density. Therefore, the gas flow rate is constant at all current densities, which is relatively high in the low current density range, thereby making flooding effect negligible.
However, when the cell is operated at a current density beyond 1.4 A/cm 2 , a significant difference between the two model predictions starts to appear. The two-phase model predicts a lower performance compared to the single-phase model owing to the effects of two-phase transport and flooding in the porous GDL. In the higher cell voltage range ͑0.5-0.8 V͒, the cell performance is mainly limited by the ohmic losses in the membrane and catalyst layers, and because the inlet streams are fully humidified, the entire membrane remains almost fully hydrated under all cell voltages, and the proton conductivity thus remains the same for both cases. The water production rate is relatively low in this low current density range; hence, the cell does not suffer from severe flooding.
When the average current density is greater than 1.4 A/cm 2 ͑i.e., the cell voltage is lower than 0.5 V͒, the cell operates at a masstransfer limited regime, as signaled by the decline in performance. Here, the single-phase model is capable of predicting the masstransfer limitations due to depletion of oxygen only; however, the two-phase model also predicts the effect of flooding on the transport of oxygen. In this range, there is a significant amount of water generated due to ORR in the cathode, leading to significant amounts of liquid water forming and severe flooding of the cathode GDL. The polarization curves in Fig. 2 clearly show that the cell performance is lowered by the presence of liquid water. The difference between the average current density predictions of the single-phase model and the two-phase models exceeds 10% for the cell voltage of 0.2 V.
The current density profiles along the flow direction under the two flow channels at the membrane center predicted by both models are given in Fig. 3 , in which the effect of flooding is more visible. The current density contours are compared in Fig. 4 . Near the channel inlet, the current density predicted by the single-phase model is much higher than that of the two-phase model, as significant flooding of the cathode observed at the same location hampers the current output. Liquid water hinders the oxygen transport and covers a portion of the active catalyst sites, resulting in lower performance near the inlet. In addition, the current distribution predicted from the two-phase model is more uniform because flooding in the upstream regions limits cell performance and consequently oxygen consumption. This leaves more oxygen for downstream regions to produce higher current density. This effect is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 5 . Another interesting feature of the current density profiles shown in Fig. 3 is seen around the U-turn location, especially with the singlephase model prediction. Due to the mixing effect and secondary flows around the U-turn of serpentine flow channels, the convective transport of oxygen to the catalyst layer is enhanced; hence, a localized spot of higher performance appears in the single-phase results. A similar phenomenon is also seen in the two-phase results, but at a smaller magnitude, because liquid water existing in the GDL hampers the gas flow and reduces the magnitude of oxygen transport enhancement under very small gas velocities. In the commercialscale fuel cells, the gas feed velocities through channels would be much higher; consequently, this phenomenon is also expected with a large magnitude even in flooded GDLs. The most noticeable differences in the two model predictions are observed in the water profiles. In the single-phase model, water vapor does not condense in the GDL; hence, the generated water is easily transported into the gas channel via diffusion and carried downstream by gas convection. Thus, the highest water concentration appears near the middle, as seen in Fig. 6 . However, when water is allowed to condense in the two-phase model, liquid water accumulates locally and cannot be carried downstream. Hence, the liquid saturation contour follows the pattern of current distribution, and the highest liquid saturation appears where the highest current density is seen, i.e., near the channel inlet.
It is of interest to analyze the water content of the membrane, because the membrane proton conductivity contributes significantly to the overall cell resistance. In Fig. 7 , the water content contours are plotted for the anode side of the membrane. The cathode side of the membrane ͑not shown here͒ is overhumidified ͑i.e., a Ͼ 3), because the GDL is already flooded with liquid water. However, the water content at the anode side of the membrane is varying, such that, near the inlet, the anode side water content is lower, suggesting a significant effect of electro-osmotic drag due to higher protonic flux. Near the exit, the current density becomes lower; hence, the amount of water molecules dragged from the anode is lower, resulting in higher water content on the anode side. However, note that in this model the permeation of water across the membrane due to the hydraulic pressure gradient is not accounted for. This additional mode of water transport may affect the water profile in the membrane, particularly in gas-diffusion media with microporous layers ͑MPLs͒, in which a much higher hydraulic pressure differential across the membrane due to the finer and more hydrophobic structure of the MPL is observed. 35 Effects of operating parameters on two-phase transport and PEFC performance.-Operating parameters such as humidification and flow rates of inlet reactant streams have a substantial influence on PEFC performance and water transport characteristics. Reactant streams are generally humidified to keep the membrane hydrated and hence minimize the ohmic losses. However, humidification of reactant streams combined with water generation at the cathode leads to condensation of water and severe electrode flooding, lowering the performance, especially at higher current densities and/or lower gas flow rates. In the next subsection, several inlet humidification levels are investigated, and the corresponding transport behaviors are discussed.
Humidification of inlet streams.-To investigate the effects of humidification on transport and electrochemical kinetics, a twodimensional PEFC geometry is considered. The cell dimensions and physical properties of the components are the same as those of the two-channel serpentine geometry described in the previous section and given in Tables II and III . The cell voltage is specified as 0.65 V, and reactant flow rates are prescribed at a stoichiometry of 1.4 for both inlets at the reference current density of 1 A/cm 2 . The relative humidity ͑RH͒ of the cathode is varied from 20 to 100% at 80°C, and the anode inlet RH is taken to be 100% except for one of the cases, in which it is 70%. The inlet pressure is 1.5 atm for both inlets.
In Fig. 8 , the local current density distributions at 0.65 V for different humidification levels are given at the membrane center along the flow direction. In the fully humidified case, the membrane stays hydrated and the local current density monotonically decreases along the flow direction as a result of mass-transfer limitations due to both oxygen depletion and flooding. For the 70% anode and 20% cathode inlet RH, the membrane stays relatively dry throughout the cell, and shows a membrane ionic resistance-limiting behavior. The current density increases along the flow direction, because the membrane water content is increasing due to water production from ORR. In this case, oxygen depletion is not severe because of the smaller current density. However, for the lower cathode humidity cases with fully humidified anode inlet ͑i.e., 20% cathode/100% anode and 40% cathode/100% anode͒, there exists three distinct regimes in the current distribution: ͑i͒ the ionic resistance limitation due to the low hydration of the membrane in the first part, (ii) a middle section with highest performance where the membrane is fully humidified, and (iii) mass-transfer limitations due to flooding and/or oxygen depletion in the last part of the cell. As seen from Fig.  9 , even with the low cathode inlet relative humidity, e.g., 20% and 40%, the water concentration in the porous GDL exceeds the saturation value, and flooding occurs near the cell outlet. In these cases, the cell suffers from membrane dry-out near the inlet in the anode side, due to the electro-osmotic drag of water to the cathode. Near the inlet, the cathode water concentration is lower; therefore, backdiffusion of water from the cathode to anode does not compensate for the electro-osmotic drag, resulting in the dry-out on the anode side of the membrane.
As shown in Fig. 9 , the fully humidified case shows a maximum liquid saturation around 10% near the inlet and decreases in the flow direction due to decreasing water production rate in the cathode catalyst layer. The 10% level of liquid saturation is yielded if using a realistic GDL permeability of the order of 10 In the low-humidity cases, product water does not condense until the water vapor concentration in the gas reaches the saturation Journal of The Electrochemical Society, 152 ͑2͒ A380-A390 ͑2005͒ A386 value; therefore, the condensation front is pushed downstream and its location is directly related to the cathode inlet RH. In the 20% cathode inlet RH case, that the first two-thirds of the cell are free from liquid water, whereas it is predicted that liquid water starts to appear around one-third of the channel length in the 40% cathode humidity case. Figure 10a and b show the membrane water content profiles on the anode and cathode sides of the membrane along the flow direction, respectively. For all cases, water content on the anode side decreases near the channel inlet and increases toward the outlet, suggesting that the net water flux across the membrane is toward the cathode near the inlet and toward the anode near the outlet. This is attributed to the fact that, due to the lower cathode water concentration near the inlet, the electro-osmotic drag of water from the anode to the cathode is not compensated by the back-diffusion of water. However, near the exit, the water concentration on the cathode side builds up due to water production by ORR, so that back-diffusion from the cathode is enhanced and dominates over the electroosmotic drag. Thus, the net water flux turns toward the anode. Specific to the fully humidified case ͑i.e., 100% anode-100% cathode inlet RH͒, because the current density is also decreasing along the flow direction, the amount of water carried from the anode to the cathode by electro-osmotic drag also decreases. Therefore, the net flux of water from the cathode to the anode increases. In Fig. 10b , it is seen that the water content of the membrane on the cathode side is limited to 16.8, the maximum when the membrane is fully saturated with liquid water at 80°C. As stated earlier, the membrane water content is assumed to be 16.8 once a exceeds 3 ͑see Eq. 14͒.
The oxygen concentration profiles along the flow direction at the cathode GDL-catalyst layer interface are shown in Fig. 11 . In the fully humidified case, the local current density profile shows a very similar pattern to the oxygen concentration, indicating that mass transfer is the limiting mechanism for the fully humidified case, as the membrane is kept hydrated everywhere. However, the case with the lowest overall humidification, 70% anode, 20% cathode RH, shows a completely different relation between the oxygen concentration and the current density profiles. The oxygen concentration decreases along the channel due to consumption in the cathode catalyst layer; however, no effect of this depletion is seen on the local current density profile, demonstrating that the cell performance is predominated by the membrane ionic resistance. In low-humidity cases, the oxygen concentration decreases at smaller rates along the channel, where the cathode GDL is free of liquid water, but decreases more sharply at the onset of flooding, where the cell exhibits the highest current density for both of the underhumidified cases; hence oxygen consumption rate is at a maximum. From this point on, the effective diffusivity of oxygen is greatly reduced due to flooding; therefore, the oxygen transport from the channel to the catalyst layer requires a higher concentration gradient, causing a sharper slope in the oxygen concentration profile.
Flow rate of inlet streams: Stoichiometry.-In earlier PEFC designs, it was a common practice to use high stoichiometric coefficients to provide abundant reactants to improve performance. However, high stoichiometric coefficients increase the parasitic losses on the air compressor and hence reduce the overall system efficiency. Moreover, higher stoichiometric coefficients adversely affect cell performance by drying out the membrane in low-humidity operation. In this section, we investigate the effect of inlet stoichiometry on the transport characteristics and performance of the PEFC. The same cell geometry as in the previous section is used, the baseline case with 20% cathode, 100% anode relative inlet humidity is selected, and the inlet stoichiometry values for both anode and cathode inlets ( a,c ) are varied from 1 to 1.4 and to 1.8 at 1 A/cm 2 reference current density.
In Fig. 12 , the polarization (I-V) curves for the aforementioned three cases are given. In the very low current density range, because the cell performance is mainly controlled by activation kinetics, all flow rates yield almost the same performance. In the moderate current density region ͑Ͼ0.1 A/cm 2 ͒, the cell performance starts to differ with different flow rates. The cell performs better when the flow rate is lower, as the water concentration in the channel increases faster, resulting in faster hydration of the membrane. However, in the higher current density range, the lower stoichiometry cell starts to suffer from mass-transfer limitations much earlier than those with the higher stoichiometry, as expected. Furthermore, because the channel water concentration increases faster with lower stoichiometry, the cell experiences liquid water formation earlier.
The circles in Fig. 12 indicate the onset points where the cell starts to experience liquid water. When the stoichiometric coefficient is decreased, the PEFC starts to experience flooding effects at lower current densities. In industrial applications, where the reactant stoichiometry is usually defined based on the operating current density rather than a reference value ͑i.e., stoichiometry-controlled operation͒, it is expected that flooding may well occur at very low current densities.
In Fig. 13 , the local current density distributions along the flow direction are displayed at a cell voltage of 0.65 V. As explained before, the membrane is hydrated much faster at lower flow rates; therefore, the performance peak is seen earlier at lower stoichiometric ratios. However, as the GDL gets saturated with water vapor, water starts to condense, and the cell starts to suffer from flooding of GDL as well as oxygen depletion. The PEFC performance declines due to these mass-transfer limitations. The liquid saturation profiles are given in Fig. 14, showing that with decreasing flow rate, the condensation front moves closer to the channel inlet.
Conclusions
A multidimensional, two-phase, electrochemistry-transport coupled PEFC model has been developed based on the latest theory of liquid water transport through the hydrophobic GDL. In comparison with the single-phase predictions, two-phase transport phenomena and flooding lowers PEFC performance, due to reduced oxygen transport and active catalytic area. Operating conditions, such as inlet stoichiometry and humidification, are important factors affecting cell performance and two-phase transport characteristics. A detailed analysis of the operating conditions shows that these parameters must be optimized to obtain the maximum available performance.
In the present model, it is assumed that liquid water in the gas channel exists in very small droplets ͑i.e., homogeneous two-phase flow͒ and does not interfere with the gas phase transport; therefore, single-phase transport processes are assumed in gas channels. However, at high current densities where flooding effects are significant, there could be a significant amount of liquid water emerging out of the GDL, forming droplets at the GDL surface. The formation, size, and shape as well as the transport of these droplets are important processes affecting PEFC operation. Furthermore, the isothermal condition in the PEFC is assumed in the present model, rendering it applicable to single cells with well-controlled temperature. For commercial-size stacks, the MEA temperature could be different by up to 10 K, thereby substantially affecting the water saturation pressure and hence two-phase transport in the GDL. Efforts are presently underway to investigate interactions of temperature variation and two-phase transport in PEFCs by extending the present model.
